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SUrgiTRACK

A Surgical Workflow System



“…provides a web-based platform for 

health care workers to manage the 

patient processing from the moment of 

diagnosis to surgery.”

Dr Dedan Opondo, Urologic Oncology Clinic, 

Division of Urology, Stellenbosch University

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

A South African Trade Mark Application 

has been filed for this innovation

INNOVATION STATUS

VALUE PROPOSITION & BENEFITS

There exists a worldwide unmet demand for surgical care because of

limited resources; namely personnel, equipment and theatre time. The

unmet demand results into a waiting time from the moment of

diagnosis to surgical operation. Many surgical departments have paper

based waiting lists where newly diagnosed patients are added. Other

departments use spreadsheets. From these waiting lists, patients are

queued and are invited for elective surgery.

The management of these waiting list becomes a complex task for the

physician and hospital staff. Patients in the waiting lists have to be

prioritized to identify those who require relatively urgent surgery. The

task of prioritizing patients takes lots of hours that physicians would

otherwise use to offer medical attention. In some departments this task

takes up to 20% of the physician’s work time. In addition, the physicians

must also maintain the principle of distributive justice while considering

the next patient for admission. It is therefore not unusual that patients

wait unduly too long with high risk medical conditions. Sometimes

patients fall through the cracks and only come back to hospital with

advanced disease that lead to severe complications.

Furthermore, physicians lack an optimal system for communicating with

patients waiting for surgery. Sub-optimal communication leads to

patient anxiety, wrong admissions, unnecessary emergency hospital

visits, tests and patient complications. Ultimately, the overall cost of

managing a single episode of illness increases.

Besides, there is lack of matching between resource allocation and the

profile of patients waiting for surgery. Allocation of surgical resources

is based on historical consumption data. Yet surgical departments

should know in advance the specific equipment and personnel required

to meet the needs of patients waiting for surgery. It is not unusual that

a surgery is cancelled because of lack of specific equipment. The result

is loss of theatre time and prolongation of the waiting list. On the

contratrary, some theatre units have expired stock of surgical

consumables and equipment due to underutilization. This mismatch of

resources versus patients is not only uneconomical in resource limited

environments but also undermines access to surgical care.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

SurgiTrack provides a web-based platform for health care

workers to manage the patient processing from the

moment of diagnosis to surgery. It offer the following

solutions:

- A unified system for booking surgery

- A unified system for managing admissions and theatre

list

- A centralised 2 way communication system between

patients and doctors with a paper trail

- An intelligent patient prioritization tool with physician

decision support

- A log book of surgical operations with standard

templates to optimise documentation of operations

- Theatre resource consumption module to help with

projection of future requirements for specific surgical

operations

- Reporting system that offers business intelligence for

physicians and hospital administrators

UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

The overall goal of SurgiTrack is to improve access to

surgical care and to optimise utilization of surgical

resources.

TARGET MARKET 

SurgiTrack is an integrated surgical workflow system. The

project aims to provide a digital platform for managing

the problem of waiting time for surgery. Our current

implementation is a web-based application that has the

following functionalities: booking patients for surgery,

managing admission and theatre list, communicate with

patients. In addition, the system has a clinical

prioritization module that provide decision support to

the physician.

- Community Hospitals/departments of surgery 

- Academic hospitals/departments of surgery 

- High volume private surgical practices 

- Ministries of Health 

- Medical Aid/ Insurance companies 


